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Caldew Summer Concert 

Mrs Cooper, a music teacher from 
Caldew School, has been coming in on 
a Wednesday morning to teach us 
singing. It was based on THE 
BEATLES. We have learnt the songs; 
When I am 64, Let it be, Yellow 
submarine, All you need is love, and 
Here comes the sun. We have all 
enjoyed her coming in and teaching us. 
The concert was on Thursday 14 July 
2016 at 6.00. We performed with 
Raughton Head School and Caldew 
choir.        

By Kate 

 

 

What an action packed term! Read all 
about our adventures this summer. 

Rosley School’s Garden Party 

On Wednesday 25th May we held a garden party to celebrate the 
Queens 90th birthday. It was called ‘Singing through the decades’.  
We sung a song from each decade from 1920 to 2010 and we all 
dressed up in our best clothes.  We researched and read facts about 
each decade. At the end we had afternoon tea we got our picture 
taken which was in the newspaper. 

By Will 

 

 

 

Science 

This term, in science, our topic was 
‘Light and sound’. In the first part of 
the term we learnt about aspects of 
light, how it travels, reflectors, the sun 
and shadows. Also, we looked at 
opaque, translucent and transparent. 
The second part of the term we did 
sound. We learnt how we hear, how 
sound travels, how the ear works and 
sign language. We learned that we are 
never in silence or darkness.   

By Nicole 

This year we had a science day about 
space. We learnt about the planets and 
put them in order and also learnt if 
aliens are real or not. Later on in the 
afternoon we made rockets.  We filled 
the rockets with water and went over 
to the field to see if they could fly. 

By Isabel and Joe 

 

 

Lego through history 

For our school trip we went to Reghed. We went to see the 
Lego through history exhibition. We watched the Lego 
movie in 3 D which was really good. We looked at all the 
massive Lego models and made sail boats, catapults, zip 
wire carriages and portraits. We did graffiti on a mini 
Hadrian’s Wall. There were more than 500,000 pieces of 
Lego and if they were put together it would be over 4 km 
tall that is 4 times the length of Scafell Pike. We had a 
competition to see who could make the                        
most Lego sheep in ten minutes. Also we                                
played on the park. We all had a great                      
time.        By Kate Irving       

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Rosley School Tennis Tournament 

We had a KS2 school tennis tournament during 
Sports week.  We played our game and if you won 
you got through to the next round.  There was a 
first round, a second round, a third round, a fourth 
round and then it was the final.  It was Charlotte v 
Hazel in the final.  Most of KS2 played in the 
tournament and we all watched the final.  Hazel 
won and the score was 10 - 3.        

By Alex                                                               

 

Maths 

In maths, this year, we learnt about 
perimeter and area, shape and space, 
rounding, types of lines, angles and 
diagrams. We went outside to look at 
the Venn diagram and the carol 
diagram. We put 2D shapes into the 
diagrams. In maths we also looked at 
obtuse, acute and right angles. I am 
looking forward to maths next year!  

By Nicole 

 

Caldew Tennis Festival 

On Monday the 25th April Class 2 took part in the 
Caldew tennis festival 2016.We got into groups with 
children from other schools. Then we went on the 
Caldew sports field and two sport leaders from Caldew 
School showed us different activities.  We had a fun 
afternoon and made some new friends.  Our class 
loved playing tennis this year. 

By Annie   

 

Sports day 

On sports day there were lots of different activities.  There 
were things such as running races, skipping races and 
potato races for every year group except from class one 
and three which had boys separate from girls. We also got 
in our house teams but we split into, A and B, we did 
activities like the egg and spoon race, relay race, the welly 
race and the dressing up race. Lots of children’s parents 
came to watch. It was great fun watching the year six 
children getting dressed up. The winning house team for 
Sports day was Bowfell.  We got squash and a biscuit.  
During sports week KS2 also held an athletics afternoon.  
We all took part in the Rosley mile which is 5 times round 
our field, throwing a tennis ball and the long jump.  During 
celebration assembly, the first, second and third for each 
year group received a certificate. 

By Joshua 

 

The Lion and the Unicorn 

In English we have been reading a story based on 
WW2 called the Lion and the Unicorn. It is about a 
boy called Lenny and he get’s evacuated .We have 
been writing informal letters and formal letters. We 
have also been learning about using parenthesis in 
sentences. We imagined we were a soldier fighting in 
the war and wrote a recount of a life of a soldier. 
We have created freeze frame based on our 
favourite part of The Lion and Unicorn and then 
made them to a video. That was great fun. 

By Ruby 

 

War and Peace 

In Topic we have learnt about World War 1 and 2. We have learnt 
about evacuees, soldiers in WW1 and 2, how to make an Anderson 
shelter.  We wrote letters as an evacuee and also learnt about war 
artists like L.S Lowry and Henry Moore.  We have created our own art 
work in the style of Henry Moore and L.S. Lowry.     

By Joe and Isabel 


